The "segment by segment" image analysis is now making considerable progress in extracting spatially explicit information. Image segments are generated through an "image segmentation" procedure, which is the process of partitioning an image into nonintersecting regions such that each region is homogeneous and the union of any two adjacent regions is not homogeneous (Fu and Mui, 1981; Pal and Pal, 1993) . Image segmentation algorithms can be divided into four methods (Cheng et al., 2001) : 1) histogram thresholding (Mao and Jain, 1992; Hofmann et al., 1998) , 2) image feature-space clustering (Hall et al., 1992) , 3) region-based (Lee, 2006b ) and 4) edge-based (Haralick and Shapiro, 1985; Cheng et al., 2001; Shih and Cheng, 2005) . Lee (2006b) suggested a regional growing segmentation based on regional adjacency graph (RAG) (Pavlidis, 1980) , which merges spatially adjacent regions and then generates an image partition such that no union of any neighboring segments is uniform. The merging procedure performs the search to find the best pair to be merged among the mutual closest neighbor (MCN) pairs and updates the structure of RAG for the new MCN pairs at every iteration. As an alternative to Bayesian probability, Shafer (1976) first proposed DempsterShafer (DS) mathematical theory of evidence by extending the Dempster's research (1968) . In image classification of multisensor fusion, the DS evidence theory defines a mass function as the basic probability assignment for every hypothesis about pixel classes. Lee (2004) presented an approach of multisensor fusion using Gaussian mass function and the fusion method was extended in Lee (2006a) to use a mass function based on the Beta distribution which is defined in the value range of limited interval.
This study proposed two segment-based image classification methods of multisensor fusion utilizing the segmentation of RAG-based MCN merging. One employs a Gaussian PDF measure and the other an evidential measure. In this study, the proposed methods were applied to classify land-cover types via data fusion using a real scene of the Korean Peninsula. The experiments used the SPOT XS optical data and ENVISAT SAR data acquired over Iksan, Korea on May, 2004. in Lee and Crawford (2005) , and a sliding structure which is more appropriate for large image data was suggested in Lee (2006b) . Fig. 1 shows the multiwindow structures and associated window boundaries. A brief description of the algorithm using the sliding windows as follows:
1) Initialize the segmentation by assigning a region label to each non-labeled pixel and defining each region on the inner border as a contagious region except top level.
2) Calculate a dissimilarity measure d between all pairs of spatially adjacent regions.
3) Find the pair of spatially adjacent regions with the smallest d.
4) Go to step 8 if the smallest d is less than a given threshold T.
5) If either of regions in the pair is a contagious
region, both regions become contagious and go to step 6. Otherwise, merge the pair and go to step 7.
6) If all regions are contagious, go to step 8.
Otherwise, return to step 3.
7)
Update the dissimilarity measures affected by merging, and return to step 3. 8) Repeat the previous steps for next level in the multiwindow structure.
The region-growing algorithm uses a RAG for merging spatially adjacent regions by defining MCN pairs. The merging procedure searches the best pair to be merged among the MCN pairs and updates the structure of RAG for the new MCN pairs at every iteration. A Min-Heap data structure (vanWyk, 1988) is utilized for an efficient implementation to search the best MCN pair.
In this study, the dissimilarity measure of regions j and k is defined as the difference of Mahalanobis distance between before and after merging:
where M j is the distance associated with region j:
where x i is the intensity vector of pixel i, G j , S j and n j are the index set of pixels, covariance matrix and number of pixels of region j respectively. The covariance matrix is estimated using a 3 3 window:
where W 9 k is the index set of 9 pixels in the window centered at pixel k. It is difficult to correctly estimate the covariance matrix of a region which has small number of pixels.
The use of nondiagonal covariance matrix in Eq. (2) is often inefficient for real data. In practice it may be more proper to assume that all the regions have a uniform variance and to consider no correlation between spectral bands. The threshold value T for diagonal covariance matrix is estimated using the criterion of selecting the optimal state that maximizes Schwarz's information criterion (Schwarz, 1978) :
where P is the number of spectral bands, a is a given relaxation constant and n is the number of pixels in the image. A larger value of a gives more relaxation to segmentation, which results in smaller number of
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Multisensor Segment-based Image Classification
For multisensor data, each image of different sensors is separately segmented and a new partition is generated by combining all the results. 
1) Gaussian-PDF segment-based image classification
A regional measure associated with region j and class k is defined as Gaussian-PDF average of pixels belonging to the region:
where (6) where m k and S k is the mean intensity vector and covariance matrix of class k. For multisensor data, the regional measure is redefined by multiplying the measures calculated from each sensor:
where S is the number of sensors. A region is assigned to the class with the maximum regional measure of Eq. (7):
All the regions of image segmentation are classified as one of the land-cover type associated with class j of Eq. (8).
2) Evidential fusion image classification
A region is supposed to have a simple or compound class as a subset of land-cover type set T.
For example, if an area has three land-cover types of water, wood, and soil, a region class is one of the simple classes, water, wood and soil or of the compound classes, (water wood), (water soil), (wood soil) and (water wood soil). Denote 2 T the set of (2 k _ 1) subsets of T, that is, 2 T = {water, wood, soil, (water wood), (water soil), (wood soil), (water wood soil)} in the example and T h 2 T is the set of classes existed in the given ground arg max. Vol.28, No.6, 2012 -614- The orthogonal sum for two sensor fusion is contained in 
For the segment-based classification, the mass function of a region can be defined as the average mass functions of the pixels belonging to the region.
In this study, it is assumed that the region classes are identical over all the band-channels, that is, there is no conflict of region class between the different channels. For this assumption, M h of region j is 
The first criterion, maximum of plausibility, was suggested as the best by Barnet (1991) , but the choice of criterion is generally dependent on the
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application. The belief Bel and plausibility Pls are defined as: for
The belief value of the simple class is equivalent to its mass value. For example,
Bel(soil) = M(soil) Pls(soil) = M(soil) + M(wood soil) Bel(water wood) = Pls(water wood) = M(water) + M(water wood).
For the bth channel of the hth sensor, the probability density function (PDF) conditioned on A , which has more general form than the Gaussian one of symmetry, is used as in (Lee, 2006a) :
where B( , )is a Beta PDF and y A min and y A max are the minimum and maximum values of the class A respectively. The parameters of Beta PDF, r and s, in (14) are easily estimated by the moment method (Oguamanam et al., 1995) as:
where m and s 2 are the mean and variance of the sample respectively.
Experiments
The proposed method was applied to the satellite data set observed from two different sensors over were sampled from the study area. Table 2 contains the number of ground truth points for each land-cover type.
(
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1) Application of Gaussian-PDF segmentbased classification
First the multiwindow region-growing method was employed to segment the three channel SPOT data.
The partition of 4,819 regions was then generated and the Gaussian-PDF segment-based classification was applied to the resultant partition. This classification result was compared to the result of the pixel-based classification using Gaussian PDF. Table 3 qualitatively gives significant improvement.
Especially the resultant class-maps of Fig. 5 show that the segment-based scheme can provide a more distinctive configuration of the classes than the pixelbased approach.
Next, the ENVISAT image of two channels, which were collected from VV and HH polarisation modes, was coregistered and resampled such that it has the same size of 20 m resolution with the SPOT image. The region-growing scheme was also applied to the ENVISAT data and then generated the image segmentation of 2443 regions. The classification error contains in Table 4 and it shows that the capability of SAR data to discriminate land-cover types is much inferior to that of optical data. The segmentation of ENVI image was combined with the result of SPOT data. The new partition of 20764 regions was generated by the scheme of Fig. 3 and applied to the Gaussian-PDF segment-based classification. Table 5 shows that the fusion of two sensor data considerably Korean Journal of Remote Sensing, Vol.28, No.6, 2012 -618- 
2) Application of evidential fusion segmentbased classification
The SPOT image, which relatively well describes the ground scene, was assumed to have 12 simple classes corresponding to the land-cover types of ground truth. However, the ENVISAT image was (class of region j) class j = Table 5 compares the evidential fusion segmentbased classification with the Gaussian-PDF segmentbased classification. As shown in Table 5 , the proposed evidential fusion scheme yielded the classmap much better than the Gaussian-PDF approach in this experiment.
Coclusions
This study described the multiwindow regiongrowing segmenatation and two methods of segmentbased image classification. The region-growing arg max Bel j (k).
k T 1
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